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PLAINTIFF'S M OTION TO COM PEL THE INTERNET CORPORATION

FOR ASSIGNED NAM ES AND NUM BERS, INC., TO PROVIDE REPSONSIVE

ANSW ERS TO INTERROGATO RIES, M EM O M NDUM  O F LAW  IN SUPPO RT
,

ANp PROPOSED ORDER

Plaintiff, John Zuccarini Cçzuccarinp'l pmsllant to Fed.R.CW.P. 37(a), moves the Court

to enter an order to Compel the Internet Comoration for Assigned Names and Numbers
, Inc.

Cç1CANN''). to Provide Responsive Answers to the First Set of lnterrogatories. As grotmds for

llis m otion, Zuccarini states as follows:

BACKGROUND

1. Plaintiff, Zuccmini, filed suit against ICANN for negligence in relation to the

wrongful auctioning of fourteen domain names from which Zuccarini
, as a beneficiary of a

Califom ia receivership received little or no compensation towards amounts owed by Zuccarini to
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creditors from the auctioning of the fourteen domain nnmes, as intended by the receivership.

On August 27, 201 1, Plaintiff propounded his First Set of lnteaogatories upon

ICANN. Such interrogatories are numbered 1 through 25.

3. On September 29, 201 1, ICANN provided insufficient responses to Plaintiffs

lnitial Interrogatories through çrbjections to Definitions'', çreneral Objections'' and Boiler Plate

Objections in which ICANN contends lack of specificity, but which Plaintiff believes are

pointedly specifk and necesso  to understand ICANN'S role in the negligence alleged by the

Plaintiff in this action. ln an Order just recently issued by the Southem District of Florida on

August 16, 201 1 in, Motorola Mobility Inc., v-ç. Microsojt Corporation, Case No. 10-24063-C1V-

MO##WO-##OF# (S.D.Fla.)., the Court addressed this issue by suting: GGparties shall not

??olke nonspecsc, boilerplate objections. Such objections do not comply with L ocal Rule 26.1 G

3(a) which provides ''Where an objection is made to any interrogatory or sub-part thereofor to

any document request under Fed.RCiv.P.34
, the objection shall state with spec6city all

grounds. '' (Exhibit A, page 1, ! 3)

4. ICANN also objected to providing any direct or substantive information to many

of the 25 questions based on the claim that their motion to dismiss has not been ruled upon
.

Federal Rule of Civil Procedtlre and Local Rtlles do not acknowledge this objection as a reason

to avoid direct and substnntive answers to lnterrogatories
, without a direct order from the Court.

5. The end result of ICANN'S responses is that ICANN objected to every one of the

25 questions and provided no direct or subsfnntive information in any of the 25 answers
, as

requested by Zucearini.

6. Dtlring the time this action has been in progress two separate motions to delay

discovery till ICANN'S motions to dism iss have been ruled upon
, have been filed with the Court.
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As of this date no ruling has been issued for either of those motions. PlaintiF has tried to

cooperate the best he could in delaying request for discovery in consideration of ICANN'S

motions to delay discovery. Plaintiff though can wait no longer for essential discovery as the date

for discovery deadline is November 30, 201 1, therefore Zuccarini finds it necessary to file this

motion to compel.

Zuccarini also feels that ICAN N has taken advantage of Zuccarini's delaying

request of discovery by amazingly not directly answering any of Zuccarini's 25 questions in his

First Set of lnterrogatories, but rather objecting to every question submitted to ICANN in one

form or another.

8. On October 3, 201 1, Zuccarini sent two email messages to counsel for ICANN,

asking in the first message if ICANN would like to modify their responses to the first set of

Interrogatories bmsed in the fact that ICANN provided no dired of substantive information in any

of the 25 responses. To also modify their responses in consideration of the Order just recently

issued by the Southern District of Florida on August 16
, 201 1 in, Motorola Mobility lnc, vJ.

Microsojt Corporation, Case No. 10-24063-CIV-MORENO-BROWN (S.D.FIa.). (Exhibit A)

ln the second email sent to ICANN on October 3, 201 1, Zuccarini also stated that

he had contacted the Court to try and find out if there wms any indication ICANN'S motion to

dismiss would be ruled upon within the next two weeks. Zuccarini was told there was no

certainty this would be done, and that it wms possible the motions to dismiss would not be ruled

upon till shortly before the Novem ber 30, 201 1 discovery deadline. ln consideration of this

information Zuccarini again msked ICANN if they would modify their responses to Zuccarini's

First Set of Interrogatories.

10. On October 4, 201 1, cotmsel for ICANN notified Zuccarini that cotmsel hoped to

3
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have an answer from ICANN on October 5, 201 1 as to whether ICANN intended to modify their

responses in light of Zuccarini's view that ICANN'S responses were inadequate. No response was

received by Zuccarini on October 5th. On October 7, 2011 Zuccarini sent cotmsel for ICANN an

email message asking counsel to call Zuccarini to discuss this issue if they desired as Zuccarini

intended to file a motion to compel against ICANN the following week. As of this date, October

10, 201 1, Zuccarini has received no further notification from counsel for ICANN as to whether

ICANN intends modify their responses and provide Zuccarini with the relevant and substantive

information requested in the First Set of lnterrogatories.

1 1. ICANN should now be ordered to comply with the lnterrogatories.

12. Plaintiff Zuccarini hereby certifies that he has conferred with counsel for ICANN

in a good faith effort to resolve the issues raised in the foregoing Motion to Compel
, but has been

unable to do so. S.D. Fla. Local Rule 7.1(A)(3).

Plaintiff, John Zuccarirti respectfully requests this Court to enter an Order

compelling ICA'NN to comply with Plaintiff s Motion to Compel Responsive Answers to

Interrogatories.

M EM ORANDUM  OF LAW

Plaintiff Zuccarini, in this memorandum of 1aw addresses ICANN'S objections to the

First Set of lnterrogatories. Zuccarini addresses the objections in chronological order.

Zuccarini Request for Discovery as stated in Definitions
.

(a) The words tlyou '' çt olzrs'' and/or ûtyotlrselves'' means the lnternet Comoration for, y

Assigned N ames and Numbers, lnc. and any directors, officers, employees, agents,

representatives or other persons acting, or purporting to act, on behalf of the Intemet Corporation

for Assigned Names and Numbers, Inc.

4
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ICANN Objections to Defnitions.

ICANN objects to the definition of the terms ''you,'' ''your,'' and ''yotzrselves'' set forth in

Paragraph (a) of the Interrogatories in that it collectively refers to ICANN, together whh a11 of its

directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives or other persons acting, or purporting to

act, on behalf of ICANN, on the grounds that such an expansive use imposes

a btzrden greater than what is required by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and makes the

lnterrogatories overly broad, unduly bm densome, andlor not otherwise reasonably calculated to

lead to the discovery of evidence relevant to the claims or defenses of the parties. ICANN will

respond to the lnterrogatories only on behalf of itself and those individuals acting on its behalf

w1t1,1 respect to matters alleged in this action.

Zuccarini Response to ICANN Objections to Dermitions.

In the preface to the 25 Interrogatory questions Zuccarini provided definitions to be

referenced by ICANN in answering the interrogatories. Zuccarini provided an exact duplicate of

the language related to ''yow'' ''yotm '' and ''yourselves'' ms provided in APPENDIX B
.

STANDARD FORM  W TERROGATORIES
, (page 1 15, ! 1), as it appears in Local Rules,

United States District Court for the Southem District of Floridw revised April 201 1.

Zuccarini Request for Discoveo  as Stated in all 25 Interrogatories
.

Zuccarini requested ICANN to answer 25 lnteaogatories. A11 25 lnterrogatories will be

provided throughout this memorandum of law . ICANN objected to a11 25 lnterrogatories by

ttGeneral Objections.''

ICANN Objection to aIl 25 Interrogatories by General Objections.

ICANN objects to each and every Imerrogatory on the basis of the following General

Objections, wllich are incorporated into ICANN'S responses to each Interrogatory as if fully
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rewritlen therein:

Expansion of Obligations Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedtlre ICANN

objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to the extent that it is inconsistent

with, or enlarges upon, ICANN'S obligations in responding to the lnterrogatories as imposed by

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or the Local Rules.

B. Privileged or Protected Material ICANN objects to each and every lnterrogatory

on the grounds, and to the extent that it seeks information: (a) that is protected from discovery

ptlrsllant to the attorney-'client privilege, joint defense privilege, attorney work produd doctrine,

or any other applicable privilege; (b) that wms prepared in anticipation of litigation', or (c) that is

otherwise protected from discloslzre under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
, relevant federal

procedmal mies, or relevant case law.

C. Proprietary or Confidential Information ICANN objects to each and every

it seeks proprietary or cov dentiallntetw gatory on the grotmds,and to the extent that

information or trade secrets, disclostlre of which would be prejudicial to ICANN, its customers,

suppliers, vendors, any witness testifying on behalf of ICANN
, the clients of such wimess, or the

person or persons who provided the information to ICANN, or to a third party to which ICANN

owes a duty of confidentiality. Any such information ICANN does provide will be subject to an

appropriate Stipulated Protective Order entered by the Court.

D. n ird Party Privacy ltights ICANN objects to each and every Interrogatoly on

the pounds, and to the extent that it calls for the disclosme of information that contains

confidential and private information of a third party
, or the joint confidential information of

ICANN and a third party. ICANN will not disclose such information lmtil the third party hms

been notified of such request and the third party hms consented to the disclostlre of the

6
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information requested.

Relevance ICANN objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds, and to

the extent that it seeks information that is neither relevant to the subject matter of the pending

proceedings, nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence
, or that

otherwise falls outside the scope of discoverable information under Rule 26 of the Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure.

Undue Burden Because the Interrogatories are overly broad and seek irrelevant

information, they place an tmdue burden on ICANN .

G. Over Breadth ICANN objects to each and every lnterrogatory on the grounds, and

to the extent that it is overly broad.

H . Alm oyance, Harmssm ent or

Request on the grounds,

Oppression ICANN objects to each and every

and to the extent, that it is designed to cause tmdue nnnoyance
,

harassment, or oppression.

1. Vagueness And Ambiguity ICANN objects to each and every Interrogatory on

the rounds, and to the extent that it is vague or ambiguous
, or both, and, as such, would require

ICANN to speculate as to the meaning of the Interrogatory
.

J. Information Otherwise Available ICANN objects to each and every lnterrogatory

on the grounds, and to the extent that it calls for the disclosure of information that is readily

accessible to plaintiff or is in publicly available material
, the public record, other defendants'

files, or plaintiff s files.

Zuccarini Response to ICANN Objections to all 25 Interrogatories by General

Objections.

Zuccarini objects to the use by ICANN of nonspecitic, boilerplate objections within
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ICANN'S Greneral Objections''. 'I'he RGeneral Objections'' do not address with specificity why

a particular interrogatory is objectionable. Such objections do not comply with Local Rule 26.1

G 3(a) which provides ''Where an objection is made to any interrogatory or sub-part thereofor

to any document request under FedRCiv.P. 34, the

ounds. ''#r

objection shall state with spec6city all

INTERROGATO RIES 1-9.

Zuccarini provides Interrogatories 1-9 and addresses ICANN'S objections to those

interrogatories. ICANN'S objections to lnterrogatories 1-9 are identical except for referencing

by number, a specific interrogatory within two of their responses. Objection 2 references

lnterrogatory 1. Objection 5 references lnterrogatory 4.

Do you have a policy that requires you conduct mandatory periodic reviews of the

performance of the domain name registrars that you accredit?

2. lf your answer to interrogatory nllm ber 1 was yes, plemse state how often you

conduct those reviews.

lf your answer to interrogatory nlzm ber 1 was no, please state why you do not

have a policy that requires you conduct mandatory periodic reviews of the pedbrmance of the

dom ain nam e registrars that you accredit.

4. If you do not have a policy that requires you conduct mandatory periodic reviews

of the performance of the domain name registrars that you accredit
, do you ever conduct a

review of the performance of any domain name registrar that you accredit for any reason?

If yom answer to interrogatoa number 4 was yes
, please state each and every

reason why you would conduct a review of a domain name registrar that you accredit.

6. Have you ever conducted a review of the performance of Network Solutions
,

8
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LLC, either throug,h a mandatory review or a review for any other reason?

If yom answer to interrogatory mlmber 6 was yes, please state a11 of the dates and

circumstances that prompted you to conducted a review of the performance of Network

Solutions, LLC.

8. W ith reference to yom answer to interrogatory number 7, plemse state the outcome

of all the reviews of the pedbrmance of Network Solutions, LLC.

W ith reference to yom answer to interrogatory number 7, please identify a11 the

documents associated with any review of the performance of Network Solutions, LLC.

ICANN Objections to Interrogatories 1-9.

ICANN incorporates by reference its General Objections.

ICANN specitkally objects to this Interrogatory because the phrase ''the performance of

the domain nnme registrars that you accredit'' is vague and nmbiguous
, and thus is not reasonably

specitk and is in fact so broad as to make arduous the tmsk of readily identifying the information

plaintiff seeks. ICANN further objects to this Interrogatory on the grotmds that it seeks

information: (a) that is protected from discovery ptlrsuant to the attomey--client privilege, joint

defense privilege, comm on interest privilege
, attonwy work product doctrine, or any other

applicable ptivilege; (b) that was prepared in anticipation of litigation', or (c) that is otherwise

protected from disclosme under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedme or relevant case law
.

ICANN further objects to this lnterrogatory on the grotmds that it seeks information wholly

unrelated to Plaintiff and not connected to the allegations in the Amended Complaint and seeks

information that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence. ICANN further specifically objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that

ICANN has asserted the defenses of lack of personal jurisdiction and improper venue in its
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motion to dismiss and motion to stay discovery pending resolution of its motion to dismiss.

ICANN'S motions are currently pending. Discovery is premature at this time.

Zuccarini Response to ICANN Objedions to Interrogatories 1-9.

Zuccarini states his response to ICANN'S objection by çreneral Objections'' to

lnterrogatories 1-9, as in, 2. Zuccqrini Response to J'6'./INN Objections to all 25 Interrogatories

by General Objections.

Zuccarini objects to ICANN'S chmacterizations of Interrogatories 1-9 being ''vague and

ambiguous, and thus is not reasonably spec@c and is in fact so broad as to zntzke arduous the

task of readily ident# ing the information Plaint#  seek:. '' Objections wllich state that a

discovery request is ''vague, overly broad
, or unduly bm densome'' are, by themselves,

meaningless, and are deemed without merit by this Court. A party objecting on these bases must

explain the specitk and particular ways in which a request is vague
, overly broad, or tmduly

btlrdensom e. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(19(4.3,. Josephs v. Harris Corp, 677 F.2d 985, 992 (3d Cir.

19823, ('the mere statement by a Jwrfy that the interrogatory wJl overly broa4 burdensome,

oppressive and irrelevant' is not adequate to voice a successful objection to an interrogatory. ').

ICANN asserts that Plaintiff seeks information: (a) that is protected from discovery

ptlrsuant to the attomey-client privilege, joint defense privilege, common interest privilege,

attorney work product doctrine,or any other applicable privilege. Zuccrini disagrees with

ICANN'S mssertion as ICANN'S objection is general in nature and non specitk to any of the

interrogatories.

This issue was also addressed in, Motorola M obility Inc
., vx. Microso? Corporation,

Case No. 10-24063-C1V-MORENO-BROWN (v%D.F1a.). ''Generalized objections asserting

''confdentiality, '' attorney-client privilege or work product doctrine do not comply with local
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rules. Local Rule 26. 1 G 3(b) requires that objections based upon privilege ident?  the specsc

nature of the privilege being asserte4 as well as ident# ing such things as the nature and

subject matter ofthe communication at issue, the sender and receiver ofthe L ocal Rule 26.1 G J

(b) carefully, and rekain #om objections in the form of:''Objection. This information is

protected by attorney/client and/or workproduct privilege. '' Jfllfc/l an objection is made without

a properprivilege log attachedj it shall be deemed a nullity. (Exhibit A, page 1, 5 4)

Throughout lnteaogatories 1-9 ICANN claims Zuccarini seeks information that
, (b) wtz.ç

prepared in anticipation oflitigation. Zuccarini disputes this claim ms the information requested

is believed contained within records that are regularly kept in the conduct of ICANN'S business.

ICANN states that Zuccarini seeks information that is otherwise protected from

disclostlre tmder the Federal Rules of Civil Procedtlre or relevant cmse law
, yet ICANN does not

specifically state why this arplment would apply to any of Interrogatories 1-9.

ICANN further objects to lnterrogatories 1-9 on the grounds that they seek information

wholly tmrelated to Plaintiff and not connected to the allegations in the Amended Complaint and

seeks information that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence.

Zuccarini disputes ICANN'S reasoning for objecting in the above two paragraphs, as an

objection that a discovery request is irrelevant and not remsonably calculated to lead to

admissible evidence must include a specitk explanation describing why the request lacks

relevance, and why the information sought will not reasonably lead to admissible evidence
.

Parties are reminded that the Federal Rules allow for broad discovery
, which does not need to be

admissible at trial. See FeJ #. Civ. P. J<r/#r7,),' see Oppenheimer Fund Inc. P: Sanders, 43 7 US.

340, 345 (19783,' see also L ocal Rule 26.1 G 3(a).
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ICANN lastly states their objections to lnterrogatories 1-9, ''IcANNfurther speciflcally

objects to this Interrogatory on the grtllzatfs that ICANN has asserted the de#nses of lack of

personaljurisdiction and improper venue in its motion to dismiss and motion to stay discovery

pending resolution ofits motion to dismiss. ICANN'S motions are currentlypending. Discovery is

premature at this time. ''

F.R.C.P. And Local Rules do not recognize ICAN N'S mssertion that a lack of ruling on

their m otion to dismiss ms reason to not respond to discovery, without a direct court order.

ln addition, Local Rules for the United SGtes District Court for the Southern District of

Floridw revised April 2011, VI. M OTIONS TO COM PEL OR FOR A PROTECTIVE ORDER,

page 1 13, Item B., state that the filing for a protective order
, which is what the motion to stay

discovery would be viewed as do not relief the party of the duty to comply with the discovery

requested, as stated in Item B: tt#. Eifect ofFiling a Motionfor a Protective Order. In addition

to the procedures and guidelines governing thesling ofmotionsfor a protective order, counsel

should be Jwwrc that the merefling ofa motionfor a protective order does not, absent an order

of the Court granting the motion, excuse the moving rtzrly #om complying with the discovery

requested or scheduled For example, a motionforprotective order will notprevent a deposition

#om occurring; only a Court order granting the motion will accomplish this. ''

INTERROGATORIES 10-15.

Zuccarini provides Interrogatories 10-15 and addresses ICANN'S objections to those

interrogatories. ICANN'S objections to Interrogatories 10-15 are identical to each other.

10. W ith reference to each aflirm ative defense you alleged in your answer to

plaintiffs complaint, please set forth a11 facts which support that defense
.

l 1. W ith reference to each am rmative defense you allege in yom answer to plaintiffs
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complaint, please identify each person who has knowledge relating to any fact supporting that defense.

W ith reference to each affirmative defense you allege in yotzr answer to plaintiffs

complaint, please identify each document relating to that defense.

13. W ith reference to each denial set forth in yotlr answer to plaintiff s complaint,

plemse set forth each fact upon which you base that denial.

W ith reference to each denial set forth in your answer to plaintiff's complaint,

please identify each person who has knowledge of any fact relating to that denial.

W ith reference to each denial set forth in yom answer to plaintiffs complaint,

please identify each document relating to that denial.

ICANN Objections to Interrogatories 10-15.

ICANN incorporates by reference its General Objections.

ICANN further objects to thisInterrogatory on the grounds that ICANN hms filed

a motion to dismiss Plaintift's Amended Complaint, which motion is still pending before the

Court. ICANN therefore has not yet answered Plaintifps Amended Complaint. ICANN further

specitkally objects to this Interrogatory on the counds that ICA'NN has asserted the defenses of

lack of personal jurisdiction and improper venue in its motion to dismiss and motion to stxy

discovery pending resolution of its motion to dismiss. ICANN'S motions m'e currently pending.

Discovery is premature at this tim e.

Zuccarini Response to ICANN Objections to Interrogatories 10-15.

Zuccarini states lzis response to ICANN'S objection by treneral Objections'' for

lnterrogatories 10-15, as in, 2. Zuccarini Response to J'C'WNN Objections to all 25

Interrogatories by General Objections.

Zuccarini states his response to discovery for lnterrogatories 10-15 being prematm e at

13
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this time as in, J. Zuccarini Response to J'C'ANN Objections to Interrogatories 1-9.

INTERROG ATORIES 16-18.

Zuccarini provides Interrogatories 16-18 and addresses ICANN'S objections to those

interrogatories. ICANN'S objections to Interrogatodes 16-18 are identical except for Objection

17 were ICANN references by number Interrogatory 16.

16. Do you have a policy or procedtlre in effect that would require any domain nam e

registrar that you accredit to place on hold or locked status any domain name that they are aware

of which is the subject of ongoing legal proceedings or court orders?

17. If your answer to interrogatory number 16 wms yes, plemse describe that policy or

procedure.

If yom  answer to interrogatory number 16 was no, plemse state why you do not

have any policy or procedme in effect that would require a domain nnme registrr to place

a domain nnme on hold or locked status that is the subject of ongoing legal proceedings or court

orders.

ICANN Objections to Interrogatories 16-18.

ICANN incorporates by reference its General Objections.

ICANN specitkally objects to this Interrogatory because the phrase ''subject of ongoing

legal proceedings or court orders'' is vague and ambiguous
, and thus is not reasonably specitk

and is in fact so broad ms to make arduous the tmsk of readily identifying the information Plaintiff

seeks. ICANN further objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks information

wholly unrelated to Plaintiff and not connected to the allegations in the Amended Complaint and

seeks information that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence. ICANN further specitkally objects to this Interrogatory on the grotmds that
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ICANN has asserted the defenses of lack of personal jurisdiction and improper venue in its

motion to dismiss and m otion to stay discovery pending resolution of its m otion to dismiss.

ICANN'S motions are currently pending. Discovery is premature at this tim e.

Zuccarini Response to ICANN Objections to Interrogatories 16-18.

Zuccarini states his response to ICANN'S objection to Interrogatories 16-18 by Er enet'al

Objections'', as in, 2. Zuccarini Response to J'C'WNN Objections to all 25 Interrogatories â.y

General Objections.

Zuccarini sutes his response to Interrogatories 16-18 being vague and nmbiguous as in,

J. Zuccarini Response to J'C'ANN Objecdons to Interrogatorles 1-9.

Zuccarini states his response to discovery for lntetw gatories 16-18 being prem ature at

this time as in, J. Zuccarini Response to J'C'ANA Objections to Interrogatories 1-9.

ICANN also objects as stated: ''to thisInterrogatory on the grounds that it xcckç

information wholly unrelated to Plaintt and not connected to the allegations in the Amended

Complaint and uçcckç information that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery ofadmissible evidence. ''

Zuccarini disap ees as a policy or procedure in that would require any domain nam e

registrar that ICANN accredits to place on hold or locked status any domain nnme that the

registrar is aware of being the subject of ongoing legal proceedings or court orders is completely

relevant and related to this proceeding. Such information would bring to light the possibility

whether ICANN and Network Solutions were negligent it not taking action that could have

prevented the tmauthorized auction of the fourteen domain names that are the subject of this

action from  taking place.
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INTERROGATORIES 19-21.

Zuccarini provides lnterrogatories 19-21and addresses ICANN'S objections to those

interrogatories. ICANN'S objections to Interrogatories 19-21 are identical to each other.

19. lf you do not have policy or procedure in effect that would require a domain name

registrar to place any domain name that is the subject of a legal proceeding or court order on a

hold or locked sutus, did you consider the risk to som eone who is a party to that legal

proceeding or court order of losing their interest in that particular domain name if it is lost

through non-renewal or lost tllrough fraud or theft.

20. If your answer to interrogatory nllmber 19 was yes, ple% e set forth each factor

you considered in determining the likelihood that the risk would occur.

If yom  answer to interrogatory number 19 wms yes, plemse set forth each reason

you do not have a poliey or procedme in effect that would require a domain nnme registrar to

place a domain name or hold or locked status that is the subject of a legal proceeding or court

order, notwithstlmding yotzr awareness of the risk.

ICANN Objections to lnterrogatories 19-21.

ICANN incorporates by reference its General Objections.

ICANN specitkally objects to tbis Interrogatory because the phrases ''subject of a legal

proceeding or court order'' and ''the risk to someone who is a party'' in lnterrogatory No. 19, to

which this lnteaogatory relates, are vague and ambiguous, and th%  are not remsonably specitic

and are in fad so broad as to make arduous the task of readily identifying the information

Plaintiff seeks. ICANN further objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks

information wholly tmrelated to Plaintiff and not cormected to the allegations in the Amended

Complaint and seeks information that is neither relevant nor remsonably calculated to lead to the
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discovery of admissible evidence. ICANN further specifically objects to this lnterrogatory on the

grotmds that ICANN has msserted the defenses of lack of personal jurisdiction and improper

venue in its motion to dismiss and motion to stay discovery pending resolution of its motion to

dismiss. ICANN'S motions are currently pending. Discovery is premattlre at this time
.

Zuccarini Response to ICANN Objections to Interrogatories 19-21.

Zuccarini states his response to ICANN'S objection to Interrogatories 19-21 by tûGeneral

Objections'', as in, 2. Zuccarini Response to J'CANN Objections to all 25 Interrogatories by

General Objections.

Zuccarini states his response to lntetw gatories 19-21 being vague and ambiguous as in,

3. Zuccarini Response to J'CWNN Objections to Interrogatories 1-9.

Zuccarini states his response to discovery for Interrogatories 19-21 being premature at

this time ms in, 3. Zuccarini Response to J'CXNN Objecdons to Interrogatories 1-9.

Zuccarini also disapees with ICANN'S objections as stated: *zlcuqNNfurther objects to

this Interrogatory on the g'rolzni that it Ncc/c.& information wholly unrelated to Plaintt and not

connected to the allegations in the Amended Complaint and x:cck& information that is neither

relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery ofadmissible evidence. ''

Zuccarini believes it is important to know whether ICANN in it's policies and procedtlres

considered the urisk'' to someone who is a pady to a legal proceeding or court order
, of losing

their interest in a particular domain name if the domain name is lost through non-renewal or lost

through fraud or theft when that domain nnme that is the subject of a court proceeding.

The issue of whether ICANN considered the risk to someone who is a party to a legal

proceeding or court order of losing their interest in a particular domain name is especially

important as it would show malice on the part of ICANN'S action or lack of action in not
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requiring the dom ain nnm e registrars it accredits to protect from loss, a domain nnme if it is the

subject of a ongoing legal proceeding or court order, ms wms the cmse for the fourteen domain

names of this action and therefore predicate the consideration of punitive dnmages.

Evidence of malice will demonstrate that ICA'NN acted in conscious disregard of the

rights of those who are domain nnme holders, or those who have an interest in a domain nnme,

such as Zuccarini has in this action. Because evidence of conscious disregard for the rights of

others will alm ost always be circum stzmtial, interrogatories 19-21 are desir ed to explore

ICANN'S awareness of the risk of harm posed by ICANN'S conduct.

INTERROGATORIES 22-25.

Zuccarini provides lnterrogatories 22-25 and addresses ICANN'Sobjections to those

interrogatories. ICANN'S objections to Interrogatories 19-2 1 are identical to each other.

22. Please state if you considered not requiring any domain nnme registrar you

accredit to place any domain name that is the subject of ongoing legal proceedings or court

orders on a hold or locked status would impose hardship upon any party to that legal proceeding

or court order if the subject domain name were lost throug,h non-renewal, or lost through fraud or

theft..

23. lf your answer to interrogatory number 22 was yes
, ple%e set forth each factor

you considered in your determination that yolzr conduct posed a risk of hardship to any party
.

24. If your answer to interrogatory number 22 was yes
, please set forth each reason

you proceeded to not require domain name registrars you accredit to place on hold or locked

sGtus any domain name that is the subject of ongoing legalproceedings or court orders,

notwithstanding the risk of hardship to any party.

25. lf your answer to interrogatory ntlmber 22 was no, please state each and every

18
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reason why you did not believe hardship would be imposed upon any party if you did not require

any domain name registrar to place on hold or locked status a domain nnme that is the subject of

ongoing legal proceedings or court orders.

ICANN Objections to lnterrogatories 22-25.

ICANN incomorates by reference its General Objections.

ICANN specifically objects to this Interrogatory because the phrases ''subject of ongoing

legal proceedings or eourt orders'' and ''hardship'' m'e vague and ambiguous, and thus are not

remsonably specitk and are in fact so broad ms to make arduous the task of readily identifying the

information Plaintiff seeks. ICA'NN further objects to this Interrogatory on the grotmds that it

seeks information wholly unrelated to Plaintiff and not connected to the allegations in the

Amended Complaint and seeks information that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to

lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. ICANN further specifically objects to this

Interrogatory on the grotmds that ICANN hms asserted the defenses of lack of personal

jurisdiction and improper venue in its motion to dismiss and motion to stay discovery pending

resolution of its motion to dismiss. ICANN'S motions are currently pending. Discovery is

premature at this tim e.

Zuccarini Response to ICANN Objections to Interrogatories 22-25

Zuccarini states his response to ICANN'S objection by ttGeneral Objections''

lntetw gatories 22-25, as in, 2. Zuccarini Response to J'C'ANN Objectlons to aIl 25

Interrogatories by General Objections.

Zuccarini sGtes bis response to Interrogatories 22-25 being vague and ambiguous as in
,

J. Zuccarini Response to J'C'WNN Objections to Interrogatories 1-9.

Zuccarini states his response to discovery for lnterrogatories 22-25 being premature at
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this time as in, J. Zuccarini Response to J'C'WNN Objections to Interrogatories 1-9.

Zuccarini also disapees with ICANN'S objections ms stated: ''IcANNfurther objects to

this Interrogatory on the grounds that it x&cck& information wholly unrelated to Plaint# and not

connected to the allegations in the Amended Complaint and zeckç information that is neither

relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery ofadmissible evidence. ''

Zuccarini believes it is important to know whether ICANN in it's policies and procedures

considered the uhardship'' to someone who is a party to a legal proceeding or court order, of

losing their interest in a particular domain name if the domain nnme is lost through non-renewal

or lost through fraud or theft when

proceeding or court order.

that domain name is the subject of an ongoing court

The issue of whether ICANN considered the hardship to someone who is a party to a

legal proceeding or court order of losing their interest in a particular dom ain nam e is especially

important as it would show that ICANN'S conduct as oppressive, as it would subject, in tllis cmse

a domain nnme holder or someone who has an interest in a domain nnme as Zuccarini does in

this action to unjusthardship. Responsive and direct answers to Interrogatories 22-25 are

important as they may indicate oppressive conduct by ICANN that would predicate the

consideration of punitive dnm ages.

Respedfully Submitted, this 1 11 day of October, 201 1.

By: ,4 4 J.,/

JOHN ZUCCARINI, Pro Se

190 SW  Knnner Highway

Stuart, FL 34997

(772) 631-3887
mveclub@comcastnet

20
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1 HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Plaintiff Jolm

Zuccarini's M otion to Compel ICANN to Provide Responsive Answers to Interrogatories,

M emorandum of Law in Support, and Proposed Order were served by first class m ail
, postage

prepaid, on October 1 1, 2011, on a1l counsel or parties of record on the service list and by em ail

to their respective addresses.

C '

-/ John Zuccarini

SERVICE LIST

Network Solutions, LLC and Nam elet, LCC

Jamie M . Roos

Stein Sperling Bennett De Jong Driscoll & Greefeig, PC
25 W est M iddle Lane
Rockville, M D 20851

jhertz@steinsperling.com

Tim othy B. Hyland

Stein Sperling Bennett Delong Driscoll & Greenfeig PC

25 W est M iddle Lane

Rockville, M D 20851

thyland@steinsperling.com

Internet Corporation for Assigned Nam es and Num bers
, Inc.

M al'ia H. Ruiz

Kasowitz, Benson, Torres & Friedman LLP

1441 Brickell Avenue, Suite 1420
M iam i, FL 33131

mruiz@kasowitz.com

Kathleen P. W allace

Jones Day

555 S. Flower Street

50th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90071

k'wallace@jonesday.com
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Case 1:10-cv-24O63-FAM Docum ent 21O Entered on FLSD Docket 08/16/2011 Page 1 Of 3

10-24063.disc

IJNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
SOW HERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

M iami Division

Case Ntlmber: 10-24063-CIW M ORENO-BROW N

M OTOROLA M OBILITY, INC.,

Plaintil

VS.

M ICROSOFT CORPOM TION,

Defendant.
/

ORDER ON DISCOVERY

THIS MATTER came before the Court >  sx nte. In order to emciently resolve this

matter, the Parties are instructed as follows.

The following rules apply to discovel objections before this Court:

1. Vague, Overly Broad and Unduly Burdensome:

Parties shall not make nonspecific, Oilemlate objections. Such objections do not comply

with Local Rule 26.1 G 3(a) which provides çsWhere an objection is made to any inte= gato? or

sub-part thereof or to any document request tmder FH.R.CiV.P. 34, the objection shall state with

specifcity a11 grounds.'' Objections which state that a discovery request is t'vague, overly broad, or

unduly burdensome'' are, by themselves, meaningless, and are deemed without merit by this Court.

A party objecting on these bases must explm'n the smcific and particular ways in which a request is

vague, overly broad, or unduly bmdensome. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 33*)44); Josephs v. Harris Coro,

677 F.2d 985, 992 (3d Cir. 1982)Cthe mere statement by a party that the interrogatol was %overly

broad, btlrdensome, oppressive and irrelevant' is not adequate to voice a successful objection to an
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Case 1:10-cv-24063-FAM Document 210 Entered On FLSD Docket 08/16/2011 Page 2 Of 3

interrogatory-'').

II. Irrelevant and Not Reasonably Calculated to Lead to Admissible Evidence:

As with the previous objectiow an objection that a discovery request is irrelevant and not

reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence must include a sm cifc explanation describing

why the request lacks relevance, and why the information sought will not reuonably lead to

admissible evidence. Parties are reminded that the Federal Rules allow for broad discovel, which

does not need to be admissible at trial. Sve Fed. R. Civ. P. 261)(1); see Oppenheimer Fundvlnc.

v. Sanders, 437 U.S. 340, 345 (1978); e  also Local Rule 26.1 G 3(a).

111. Formula Objeetions Followed by an Answer:

Parties shall not recite a formulaic objection followed by an answer to the request. It has

become common pmctice for aparty to object on the bcis of any of the above xasons, and then state

that ççnotwithstanding the above,'' the party will respond to the discoveq request, subject to or

without waiving such objection. Such objection and answer preserves nothing, and constimtes only

a waste of effort and the resources of both the parties and the court. Further, such practice leaves

the requesting party uncertain as to whether the question has acomlly been fully answered, or only

a portion of it has been nnAwered. Civil Discovery S'nndsrds, 2004 A.B.A. Sec. Lit. 18; see also

Local Rule 26.1 G 3(a).

IV. Objeetitms Based upon Privilege:

Generalized objections asserting Qonfdentiality,'' attomey-clientprivilege or work product

dockine also do not comply with local nzles. Local Rule 26.1 G 3(b) requires that objections based

upon privilege identify the specitk nature of the privilege being asserted, as well as identifying such

things as the nature and subjed matter of the communication at issue, the sender and mceiver of the

communication and their relationship to each other, nmong others. Parties are instructed to review

Local Rule 26.1 G 3 (b) carefully, and refrain from objections in the form of: ççobjection. n is

2
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Case 1:10-cv-24063-FAM Document 21O Entered on FLSD Docket 08/16/2011 Page 3 of 3

information is protected by attomey/client and/or work product privilege.'' If such an objection is

made without a proper privilege log attached, it shall be deemed a nullity.

V. Pre-sling Conferences

COIJNSEL SHALL COM PLY m TH LOCAI, RULE 7.1.A.3 PRIOR TO FILING

ANY DISCOVERY M OTION.

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at M iami, Floridw this 16th day of August 201 1 .

/S/
O PHEN T. BROWN
CHIEF IN TED STATES M AGISTRATE JUDGE

cc: Honorable Federico A. M oreno
Colmsel of record

3
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SO UTH ERN DISTRICT O F FLORIDA

Case No. II-I4OSZ-CIV-M ARTINEZ-LYNCH

JOHN ZUCCARINI,

Plaintiftl

NETW ORK SOLUTION S, LLC,

a Delaware Limited Liability Company;

NAM EJET, LLC,
a Delaware Lim ited Liability Company;

INTERNET CORPOM TION

FOR ASSIGN ED N AM ES
AND N UM BERS, INC.

a Califonlia non-profit Corporation; )
)

Defendants. )
)

ORDER ON DISCOVERY

UPON CONSIDEM TION of Plaintiff John Zuccrini's M otion to Compel Defendant

the Intemet Corporation for Assigned Nnmes and Numbers, Inc. (çIICANN'') to Provide

Responsive Answers to Interrogatories, any responsets) thereto, and the record herein, it is this

day of , 2011,

ORDERED, that Defendants' M otion, pmsnant to Fed.R.CW.P. 37(a) be and hereby is

GRANTED, and further,

ln order to efficiently resolve this matter, the Parties are instructed as follows.

The following rules apply to discovery objections before this Court:

1. V ague, Overly Broad and Unduly Burdensom e:

Parties shall not make nonspecific, boilerplate objections. Such objections do not comply

1
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with Local Rule 26.1 G 3(a) which provides ''Where an objection is made to any interrogatory or

sub-part thereof or to any document request under Fed.RCiv.P. 34, the objection shall state w1t.11

specificity a1l grounds.'' Objections which state that a discovery request is ''vague, overly broad,

or unduly burdensome'' are, by themselves, meaningless, and are deemed without merit by this

Court. A party objecting on these bases must explain the specitic and particular ways in wllich a

request is vague, overly broad, or tmduly burdensome. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 3309(4); Josephs v.

Harris Corp, 677 F.2d 985,992 (3d Cir. 1982) (''the mere statementby a party that the

interrogatory was overly broad, burdensome, oppressive and irrelevant' is not adequate to voice

a successful objection to an interrogatory.'').

II. Irrelevant and Not Reasonably Calculated to Lead to Adm issible Evidence:

As with the previous objection, an objection that a discovery request is irrelevant and not

reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence must include a specitk explanation

describing why the request lacks relevance, and why the information sought will not re%onably

lead to admissible evidence. Parties are reminded that the Federal Rules allow for broad

discovery, which does not need to be admissible at trial. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(I)', see

Oppenheimer Fund Ine. V. Sanders, 437 U.S. 340, 345 (1978); see also Local Rule 26.1 G 3(a).

111. Formula Objedions Followed by an Answer:

Parties shall not recite a formulaic objection followed by an answer to the request. lt hms

become common practice for a party to object on the basis of any of the above reœsons, and then

state that ''notwithstnnding the above,'' the party will respond to the discovery request, subject to

or without waiving such objection. Such objection and answer preserves nothing, and constimtes

only a wmste of effort and the resomces of both the parties and the court. Further, such practice

leaves the requesting party tmcertain as to whether the question hms actllnlly been fully answered,

2
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or only a portion of it has been answered. Civil Discovery Standards, 2004 A.B.A. Sec. Lit. 18,.

see also Local Rule 26.1 G 3(a).

IV. Objections Based upon Privilege:

Generalized objections msserting ''confidentiality,'' attorney-client privilege or work

product doctrine also do not comply with local rules. Local Rule 26. l G 3(b) requires that

objections based upon privilege identify the specitic nature of the privilege being asserted, ms

well as identifying such things as the nature and subject matter of the communication at issue,

the sender and receiver of the commllnication and their relationsMp to each other, nmong others.

Parties are instructed to review Local Rule 26.1 G 3 (b) carefully, and refrain from objections in

the form of: ''Objection. This information is protected by attorney/client and/or work product

privilege.'' If such an objection is made without a proper privilege log attached, it shall be

deem ed a nullity.

V. Pre-rxling Conferences:

COIJNSEL SHAI,L COM PLY m TH LOCAL RULE 7.1.A.3 PRIOR TO FILING

ANY DISCOVERY M OTION .

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at Floridw this day of

Odober, 201 1.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

Bv:

'ITIE HONORABLE JOSE E. M ARTINEZ

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT JUDGE

Bv:

THE HON ORABLE FRAN K J. LYNCH m .

UNITED STATES M AGISTRATE JUDGE
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